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a b s t r a c t

Understanding security failures of cryptographic protocols is the key to both patching
existing protocols and designing future schemes. In this work, we investigate two recent
proposals in the area of smart-card-based password authentication for security-critical
real-time data access applications in hierarchical wireless sensor networks (HWSN). Firstly,
we analyze an efficient and DoS-resistant user authentication scheme introduced by Fan
et al. in 2011. This protocol is the first attempt to address the problems of user authenti-
cation in HWSN and only involves lightweight cryptographic primitives, such as one-
way hash function and XOR operations, and thus it is claimed to be suitable for the
resource-constrained HWSN environments. However, it actually has several security loop-
holes being overlooked, and we show it is vulnerable to user anonymity violation attack,
smart card security breach attack, sensor node capture attack and privileged insider attack,
as well as its other practical pitfalls. Then, A.K. Das et al.’s protocol is scrutinized, and we
point out that it cannot achieve the claimed security goals: (1) It is prone to smart card
security breach attack; (2) it fails to withstand privileged insider attack; and (3) it suffers
from the defect of server master key disclosure. Our cryptanalysis results discourage any
practical use of these two schemes and reveal some subtleties and challenges in designing
this type of schemes. Furthermore, using the above two foremost schemes as case studies,
we take a first step towards investigating the underlying rationale of the identified security
failures, putting forward three basic principles which we believe will be valuable to proto-
col designers for advancing more robust two-factor authentication schemes for HWSN in
the future.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of micro-electromechani-
cal systems and wireless network technologies, wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) have drawn increasing interest
from both academic and industrial areas due to its easy

deployment, ubiquitous nature and wide range of applica-
tions. Generally speaking, there are two architectures
available for WSNs: the distributed flat architecture and
the hierarchical architecture. Most large-scale WSNs prefer
to follow the latter, for it is more energy-efficient and has
more operational advantages than its flat counterpart [1].
In hierarchical wireless sensor networks (HWSN), there is
a hierarchy among the nodes based on their capabilities:
base station, cluster heads and sensor nodes. The HWSN
is divided into a number of clusters to enhance its
flexibility and to save energy consumption. Each cluster
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is administered by a cluster head. Sensor nodes communi-
cate with each other in the same cluster and finally com-
municate with the cluster head via one-hop or multi-hop
transmission(s). The base station is typically a gateway to
another network, a powerful data processing and storage
center, or also an access point for human interface. In this
study, we focus mainly on HWSN, and more details about
HWSN can be found in [2,3].

In many security-critical applications, such as real-time
traffic control, industrial process control, healthcare moni-
toring and military surveillance, external users are gener-
ally interested in accessing real-time information from
sensor nodes. To facilitate the external users to access the
real-time data directly from the desired sensor nodes inside
HWSN without involving the base station or gateway node
as and when demanded (as illustrated in Fig.1), it is of utter
importance to protect the users and systems’ security and
privacy from malicious adversaries because of the broad-
cast nature of wireless communications. Accordingly, user
authentication becomes an essential security mechanism
for the external user to be first authorized to the base
station (or the gateway node) as well as the sensor nodes
before granting his/her access to the real-time data. How-
ever, given the stringent constraints on memory capacity,
computation capability, bandwidth and energy consump-
tion of sensor nodes, it still remains quite a challenging
problem to design an efficient and secure remote user
authentication scheme for real-time data access directly
from the desired sensor nodes inside HWSN.

To address the above issues, in 2011, Fan et al. [4] pro-
posed the first smart-card-based password authentication
scheme for HWSN. This proposal involves only lightweight
operations, such as one-way hash function and exclusive-
OR operations, which is well-suited to the large-scale re-
source-limited sensor networks. The authors claimed that
their scheme is free from various related cryptographic at-
tacks, such as smart card security breach attack, offline
password guessing attack, replay attack and impersonation
attack. Although their scheme is efficient and has been

equipped with a formal security proof, we find it actually
cannot achieve the claimed security goals: (1) it cannot
preserve user anonymity and (2) it is vulnerable to smart
card security breach attack. The authors also overlook
dimensions on which their scheme fares poorly, such as
the feature of local password change, resistance to node
capture attack and insider-attack.

More recently, A.K. Das et al. [5] proposed a novel user
authentication scheme based on traditional password and
smart card to provide user access to real-time data by
authorizing her directly at node level for HWSN. As with
Fan et al.’s scheme [4], this protocol also only involves hash
and XOR operations, with no additional symmetric encryp-
tion or asymmetric computations, and thus it is very
efficient. This scheme also possesses many attractive fea-
tures, such as dynamic node addition, local password
change and session key establishment. Therefore, it exhib-
its great potential for practical applications. The authors
claimed that their scheme provides better security as com-
pared with the other related works, such as mutual
authentication between the user and the cluster heads,
resistance to privileged-insider attack, denial-of-service
attack, node capture attack and smart card security breach
attack. However, in this study, we demonstrate that it still
cannot achieve the claimed security goals: (1) It is vulner-
able to smart card security breach attack; (2) it fails to
withstand privileged-insider attack; and (3) it suffers from
the problem of server master key disclosure.

There have been a number of papers [6–13] dealing
with security vulnerabilities in smart-card-based pass-
word authentication (i.e., two-factor authentication [14])
schemes for WSNs. In these studies, the authors only focus
on presenting attacks on target protocols and proposing
‘enhanced schemes’, nevertheless, little (to the best of
our knowledge, actually no) attention is paid to the under-
lying rationales of the identified security failures, and to
the design principles of a sound proposal. Unsurprisingly,
the same mistakes are repeated over and over again. For
example, many schemes using non-tamper resistant smart

Sensor NodeCluster Head(CH)

Base Station

User

Real-time application data flow

Fig. 1. Direct data access in hierarchical wireless sensor networks (HWSN).
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cards attempt to only employ symmetric cryptographic
operations, such as hash functions, symmetric encryption
and XOR operations, to achieve some advanced security
goals like user anonymity. And the scheme proposed by
He et al. [8] in 2010 falls into this category. In 2011, Kumar
and Lee found this scheme actually cannot preserve user
anonymity. Being fully aware of this vulnerability in He
et al.’s scheme, the authors of [5,15–17] still endeavor to
construct schemes that can preserve user anonymity while
not employing public-key techniques. Unfortunately, as we
will point out later, such attempts are to beat the air. To
improve this situation, in this work, through the security
analysis of the above two schemes and based on our past
cryptanalysis experience, we put forward three sugges-
tions that are crucial for designing more robust two-factor
authentication schemes for WSNs, in the hope that no sim-
ilar structural mistakes are made in the future.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we review Fan et al.’s scheme. Section 3
describes the weaknesses of Fan et al.’s scheme. A.K. Das
et al.’s scheme is reviewed in Section 4 and the correspond-
ing cryptanalysis is given in Section 5. Section 6 discusses
the lessons learned from the cryptanalysis and the conclu-
sion is drawn in Section 7.

2. Review of Fan et al.’s scheme

For a self-contained discussion, we briefly review the
first efficient and denial-of-service (DoS)-resistant user
authentication scheme for HWSN proposed by Fan et al.
[4] in 2011. Fan et al.’s protocol involves four participants,
namely, the user ðUiÞ, the base station (BS), the master
node ðMNjÞ (i.e., the cluster head) and the sensor node
(SN). Note that, the base station BS is only responsible for
the registration and is not involved in the authentication
process of Ui;MNj and SN. There are three phases in Fan
et al.’s protocol: registration, login and authentication.
For ease of presentation, we employ some intuitive nota-
tions listed in Table 1 and will follow the notations in
Fan et al.’s scheme as closely as possible.

2.1. Registration phase

Before the running of this phase, it is supposed
that each master node, say MNj, has already been deployed
in the designated area and shares the secret number Yj

with the base station, say BS; meanwhile, each sensor node
in a cell shares the secret parameter Sk with the master
node. Suppose a new user Ui wants to register with the
BS for accessing services, the following operations will be
performed:

(1) The user Ui chooses the identity IDi and the pass-
word PWi.

(2) Ui ) BS : fIDi; PWig.
(3) After receiving the registration request, the base

station BS selects a random large number Ri and
computes RIDi ¼ hðRikIDBSÞ � IDi � IDBS, where IDBS

represents the identity of BS. Then BS calculates
Ai ¼ hðXÞ � h2ðIDikPWiÞ and Vi ¼ h3ðIDikPWiÞ.

(4) BS generates a data table including user Ui’s warrant
Nij (e.g., the network user’s permissions, the period
of validity, and the master node’s identity) for the
relative master nodes and the value of Bij ¼
hðNijkYjÞ � hðIDikPWiÞ. Note that Ui may not need
to access all the cells in HWSN, and the warrant
table aims to restrict users as to which cell they
can login.

(5) BS stores fRIDi;Rig corresponding to IDi in its
database.

(6) GWN) Ui: A smart card containing security param-
eters hð�Þ;RIDi;Vi;Ai, and the data table of warrants
fNij;Bijg.

2.2. Login phase

When user Ui wants to acquire real-time data directly
from the sensor nodes, the following operations will be
performed:

(1) Ui inserts her smart card into a card reader and
inputs her identity ID�i and password PW�

i .
(2) The smart card computes V�i ¼ h3 ID�i kPW�

i

� �
and ver-

ifies whether the computed V�i equals the stored Vi.
If the verification fails, it indicates that Ui is not a
legal card holder and the smart card rejects.

(3) Ui chooses which master node to login, and the
smart card reads corresponding values of the
selected master node: Nij and Bij. Then, it computes
TKi ¼ hððBij � hðIDikPWiÞÞkTÞ ¼ hðhðNijkYjÞkTÞ and
SIDi ¼ RIDi � hððAi � h2ðIDikPWiÞÞkTÞ ¼ RIDi � hðhðXÞ
kTÞ, where T is the current timestamp on user side.

(4) The smart card computes C1 ¼ SIDi � TKi and
C2 ¼ hðTKikSIDikNijkTÞ.

(5) Ui ! MNj : fNij;C1;C2; Tg.
(6) The smart card erases IDi; PWi; SIDi, hðNijkYjÞ;

hðIDikPWiÞ, and h2ðIDikPWiÞ from its memory, but
records its last login timestamp T.

Table 1
Notations and abbreviations.

Symbol Description

Ui ith User
BS Base station
MNj jth Master node
SN Sensor node
A The adversary
IDi Identity of user Ui

PWi Password of user Ui

X Secret key maintained by BS
Yj Secret parameter shared between MNj and BS
Sk Secret parameter shared between MNj and its sensor

nodes
Nij ith User’s warrant for jth master node
� The bitwise XOR operation
k The string concatenation operation
hð�Þ Collision free one-way hash function
! A common communication channel
) A secure communication channel

D. Wang, P. Wang / Ad Hoc Networks 20 (2014) 1–15 3
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2.3. Authentication phase

This phase aims to achieve the goal of mutual authenti-
cation among Ui;MNj and SN. Meanwhile, a session key is
established between Ui and SN.

(1) Upon receiving the login request fNij;C1;C2; Tg, MNj

first checks the validity of T, and then computes

TK�i ¼ h h N�ijkYj

� �
kT

� �
, SID�i ¼ C1 � TK�i and C�2 ¼

hðTK�i kSID�i kNijkTÞ, where Yj is the pre-shared key
between MNj and BS. Furthermore, MNj checks

C�2¼
? C2. If the equality holds, MNj accepts the login

request. Otherwise, the master node MNj simply
rejects.

(2) MNj stores fSIDi; Tg for the subsequent operations.
Note that MNj can report Ui’s abnormal behaviors
to BS; meanwhile, BS can collect usage information
about Ui in each MNj for pricing. If BS receives a mes-
sage fSIDi; Tg sent by MNj, it can calculate
RID�i ¼ SIDi � hðhðXÞkTÞ and reveal the real identity
of Ui by computing IDi ¼ RID� IDBS � hðRikIDBSÞ.

(3) MNj computes the temporary authentication key
TKMj ¼ hðhðNijkYjÞkSIDikTMNÞ for Ui, where TMN is
the current timestamp, and selects a random num-
ber K to generate the session key Key ¼ hðSkkKÞ.
Afterwards, MNj computes D1 ¼ Key� TKMj; D2 ¼
hðKeykTKMjkTMNÞ and D3 ¼ hðKkTMNkSkÞ.

(4) MNj ! Ui : fD1;D2; TMNg.
(5) MNj ! SN : fK; TMN;D3g.
(6) Upon receiving the message fK; TMN;D3g from its

master node, SN computes D�3 ¼ hðKkTMNkSkÞ and
checks D�3¼

? D3, where Sk is shared between MN
and its sensor nodes (including the sensor node
SN). If the check holds, SN computes the session
key Key ¼ hðSkkKÞ.

(7) Upon receiving the response from MNj, the smart
card checks the validity of TMN . Then, the smart card
requires Ui to re-enter her identity and password for
verification. If it is correct, the smart card will
recalculate hðNijkYjÞ and SIDi as in Step 3 of the login
phase. As the last login timestamp T has been
cached, hðNijkYjÞ and SIDi can be easily computed.
Finally, the smart card calculates TKM�

j ¼
hðhðNijkYjÞkSIDikTMNÞ and Key� ¼ D1 � TKM�

j . If
D�2ð¼ hðKey�kTKM�

j kTMNÞÞ is equal to the received
D2;Ui accepts the session key Key to secure its
ensuing data communications.

Remark 1. Note that, Fan et al.’s scheme can only deal
with remote user authentication of the application-layer,
other security provisions in the same or below layers, such
as resistance to physical-layer jamming, sybil attack and
bogus-message injection, are out of reach, and thus
additional security mechanisms (e.g., [18]) should be
adopted for the secure operation of the whole system.
Besides, appropriate MAC, clustering and routing schemes
(e.g., [19–21]) should also be in place. Another subtlety
that needs special attention is that the nodes (i.e., cluster
heads and sensor nodes) shall be relatively stationary after

deployment, otherwise the roaming authentication (like
[22]) will be involved once a sensor has moved from its one
cluster to another cluster, which is too computationally
and communicationally expensive for sensor nodes.

The above first two implications should also be
observed in any of this kind of schemes [5,8,10,12,13],
while the last implication does not exist in schemes (e.g.,
[5]) that can accommodate dynamism of the nodes.

Remark 2. From Fan et al.’s scheme as well as the scheme
examined in Section 4 (i.e., A.K. Das et al.’s scheme [5]), we
can see that: (1) this kind of schemes are three-party cryp-
tographic protocols and (2) the cluster heads perform
much more cryptographic operations (e.g, hash and
encryption/decryption) than the normal sensor nodes in
the login and authentication process. As these crypto-
graphic operations are computationally intensive, they
are undesirable (or even unaffordable) for common sensor
nodes which are typically low-powered, computation-con-
strained. Consequently, this kind of user authentication
schemes generally need to exploit the heterogeneities of
HWSN, i.e. computational heterogeneity and energy heter-
ogeneity, may also link heterogeneity. This in turn well
explains why most works in this area (including ours)
mainly focus on HWSN but not general WSNs.

3. Cryptanalysis of Fan et al.’s scheme

There are four assumptions about the adversary’s capa-
bilities explicitly made in Fan et al.’s scheme [4]:

(i) The sensitive data stored in the sensor nodes as well
as cluster heads can be revealed once they are cap-
tured by an adversary A.

(ii) The secret data stored in the smart card can be
extracted once a legitimate user’s smart card is
somehow obtained (e.g. picked up or stolen) by A.

(iii) A has total control over the communication channel
among the user Ui, the base station BS, the cluster
head CHj and the sensor nodes. In other words, the
attacker can intercept, block, delete, insert or alter
any messages exchanged in the channel.

(iv) The user-memorable identities and passwords are
weak, i.e., of low entropy.

It is worth noting that the above four assumptions,
which are also made in the latest works for HWSN
[6–9,11,15,17,23–25], are indeed reasonable: (1) Assump-
tion i is realistic for wireless sensor networks are often de-
ployed in hostile environments, and both the cluster heads
and common sensor nodes, which are usually not equipped
with tamper-resistant hardware due to cost constraints,
can be physically captured by the adversary; (2) Assump-
tion ii is practical when taking the state-of-the-art
side-channel attacks [26–29], software attacks (launched
on software-supported card, e.g., Java Card) [30] and re-
verse engineering techniques [31] into consideration, and
also it has been widely accepted as a more prudent and
desirable manner in designing two-factor authentication

4 D. Wang, P. Wang / Ad Hoc Networks 20 (2014) 1–15
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schemes since 2004 (see the dividing line in Fig.1 of [32]):
put aside any special security features that could be pro-
vided by a smart-card, and simply assume that once the
smart-card is in the possession of an adversary, all the sen-
sitive parameters stored in it are known to the adversary;
(3) Assumption iii is consistent with the common Dolev-
Yao adversary model [33] for distributed computing; and
(4) Assumption iv reveals the reality that users are allowed
to choose their passwords at will during the registration
phase (and the password change phase), usually the users
tend to choose passwords that are related to their personal
life for convenience [34,35], such as phone numbers,
meaningful dates or license plate numbers, and thus these
human-memorable passwords are likely to be ‘‘weak pass-
words’’ [36]. In addition, even if password-composition
policies are in place to increase password strength, their
effectiveness is greatly hampered by circumvention strate-
gies employed by the users [37,38], or by inconsistent and
even contradictory requirements across systems and web
sites [39,40]. User’s identity, chosen in the way with the
password, is often confined to a predefined format and
kept static in its entire life-cycle, and thus it is as weak
as (probably weaker [41] than) user’s password.

In the following discussions of the security pitfalls of
Fan et al.’s scheme, based on the above four assumptions,
we assume that an adversary A can extract the secret
parameters fhð�Þ;RIDi;Vi;Aig stored in the legitimate user’s
smart card, and could also intercept or block the ex-
changed messages fNij;C1;C2; T;D1;D2; TMN;K;D3g during
the login and authentication processes. Although Fan
et al.’s scheme has many attractive properties, such as
provision of mutual authentication between the external
user, master node (i.e., gateway node) and sensor node,
high efficiency and key agreement, it fails to achieve the
claimed security goals of resistance to user anonymity vio-
lation attack and smart card security breach attack, and it
is susceptible to node capture attack and privileged-insider
attack. What’s more, it has other practical pitfalls.

3.1. No provision of user anonymity

A protocol with user anonymity protects an individual’s
sensitive personal information, such as preferences,
lifestyles, shopping patterns, and social circle, from being
acquired by an adversary through analyzing the login
information, the services or the resources being accessed
[42,43]. Moreover, in wireless environments, the leakage
of user-specific information may facilitate an unauthorized
entity to track the user’s current location and login history
[44]. Hence, user anonymity is a highly desirable feature of
user authentication schemes for HWSN.

To preserve user anonymity, a feasible approach is to
employ the ‘‘dynamic ID technique’’ [45]: a user’s real
identity is concealed in the session-variant pseudonym
identities. The authentication schemes adopting this tech-
nique are the so-called ‘‘dynamic-ID’’ schemes [46,47], and
Fan et al.’s scheme falls into this category. Let us see how a
dishonest master node MNm colluding with a malicious
privileged user Um manage to breach the anonymity of
any legitimate user, say Ui. Note that the collusion of
insiders is a rather practical threat in WSNs, especially

when WSNs are deployed in hostile environments [48–
50]. Um having her own smart card can gather information
Am from her own smart card, then she can compute
hðXÞ ¼ Am � h2ðIDmkPWmÞ because the malicious user Um

knows her own identity IDm and password PWm corre-
sponding to her smart card. With the correct value of
hðXÞ;Um and MNm can collude to successfully learn some
sensitive user-specific information about the legitimate
user Ui through the following steps:

Step 1. Upon receiving Ui’s login message fNim;C1;C2; Tg;
MNm computes TKi ¼ hðhðNimkYmÞkTÞ, where Ym

is shared between MNm and BS.
Step 2. MNm Computes SIDi ¼ C1 � TKi.
Step 3. MNm Computes RIDi ¼ SIDi � hðhðXÞkTÞ, where

hðXÞ is obtained through colluding with the mali-
cious privileged user Um.

It should be noted that, RIDi is kept the same for all the
login requests of user Ui and is specific to user Ui. Accord-
ingly, this value RIDi can be seen as user Ui’s identification,
and the attacker MNm can, therefore, use this information
to identify and track the user Ui’s login requests. Our attack
well serves to demonstrate the feasibility of user anonym-
ity (un-traceability) violation attack on Fan et al.’s scheme,
thereby contradicting the claim ‘‘nobody except BS can
trace the user Ui’’ that is made in [4].

3.2. Smart card security breach attack

Let us consider the following scenarios. In case a legiti-
mate user Ui’s smart card is stolen by the adversary A, and
the stored secret parameters hð�Þ and Vi can be extracted.
Note that this assumption is reasonable as described in
Assumption ii and it is also explicitly made in Fan et al.’s
scheme. As a concrete example, in 2008 Nohl and Evans
[31] succeeded in conducting a reverse engineering attack
on a MIFARE Classic chip (MIFARE) by revealing its proprie-
tary cryptographic algorithms and subsequently breaking
the entire system. With the extracted Vi;A can successfully
guess the password of Ui as follows:

Step 1. Randomly choose a pair (ID�i , PW�
i ) from Did �Dpw,

where Did denotes the identity space and Dpw

denotes the password space.
Step 2. Computes V�i ¼ h3ðID�i kPW�

i Þ.
Step 3. Verifies the correctness of PW�

i by checking if the
computed V�i equals the extracted Vi.

Step 4. Repeats the above steps until the correct value of
(ID�i ; PW�

i ) pair is found.

Note that, in most password-based authentication
schemes, for the sake of user-friendliness, a user is often al-
lowed to select her own identity ID at will (often confined
to a predefined format) during the registration phase; the
user usually tends to choose an identity which is easily
remembered for her convenience. Consequently, these
easy-to-remember identities are of low entropy and thus
can also be offline enumerated by an adversary A within
polynomial time in the same way with the passwords.
Hence, in practice, it is reasonable and realistic to assume

D. Wang, P. Wang / Ad Hoc Networks 20 (2014) 1–15 5
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that A can offline enumerated all the ðID; PWÞ pairs in the
Cartesian product Did �Dpw within polynomial time, where
jDidj and jDpwj denote the number of identities in Did and
the number of passwords in Dpw, respectively.

The running time of the above attack procedure is
OðjDidj � jDpwj � 3THÞ, where TH is the running time for
Hash operation. Since both password and identity are
human-memorable short strings but not high-entropy
keys, in other words, they are often chosen from two
corresponding dictionaries of small size. Recently empiri-
cal study of large revealed passwords sets also confirmed
that, jDidj and jDpwj are very limited in practice, e.g.
jDidj 6 jDpwj 6 106 [35,36]. In conclusion, the above attack
can be completed in polynomial time, demonstrating the
invalidity of the claim ‘‘Through clever design, our
proposed scheme can prevent smart card breaches’’. For a
better grasp of the effectiveness of our attack, we further
acquire the experimental timings (see Table 2) of the
related cryptographic operations by using the publicly-
available rational arithmetic C/C++, cryptographic library
MIRACL [51]. Each kind of cryptographic operation has
been performed one thousand times and the correspond-
ing value is taken an average over them.

One may argue that, if the scheme falls due to the bad
behaviors of the user (e.g., choosing a ‘‘weak password’’),
it is the user’s fault and not the proposed scheme. How-
ever, it’s a general principle that an admired and practical
cryptographic protocol should follow the users’ habits and
rely its security on as less strong assumptions as possible,
but not simply assume that the protocol will function well
only if the user never behaves badly. And particularly, in
the password-based protocol setting, what one must en-
sure is that the protocol can prevent an adversary from
attempting to determine the correct password even if it
is drawn from a relatively small dictionary (a known space
of possibilities) [52]. In this light, our smart card security
breach attack is meaningful and constitutes a real chal-
lenge to two-factor authentication schemes for HWSN.

3.3. Privileged-insider attack

In WWW 2007, researchers [34] from Microsoft Re-
search conducted a large scale study on password reuse
habits. Their statistical data was obtained from more than
half a million users over a period of three months, and it is
reported that the average user maintains about 6.5 pass-
words and 25 accounts that require passwords, which
means each password is shared across 3.9 different sites.
This work and some subsequent ones [53,54] well cohere
with the common practice that, the users tend to use the
same passwords (or slight variations) to access several serv-
ers for their convenience. In such situations, if a privileged-

insider of BS, e.g., the administrator, has learned the user’s
password, she may manage to impersonate the victim user
to access other application systems. Therefore, the resis-
tance to privileged-insider attack is an admired security
feature for authentication schemes in WSNs [5,9,17].

In Fan et al.’s scheme, Ui simply submits the plain-text
password to BS in the registration phase. Now, if Ui uses
this PWi to access other systems for her convenience, the
malicious insider can impersonate Ui to login by abusing
the legitimate user’s password and thus gets access to
other systems. Therefore, Fan et al.’s scheme is susceptible
to privileged-insider attack. Though it may be possible that
all the privileged insiders of BS are trusted parities and Ui

never uses the same password to access other servers,
the implementers and users of the scheme shall be well
aware of such a potential risk.

3.4. Node capture attack

The resistance against node capture attack is a basic
security requirement for authentication schemes in WSNs
[5,17]. In [4], Fan et al. explicitly stated that, ‘‘the sensor
nodes can be easily captured by the intruder, since WSNs
are deployed in a hostile environment.’’ In the light of this
statement, however, we find Fan et al.’s scheme fails to
achieve this security requirement. Once a sensor node
has been captured by A, the node capture attack can be
launched as follows:

Step 1. Extracts the security parameter Sk from the cap-
tured node’s memory, which is practical as stated
in Assumption i.

Step 2. Intercepts the message K�; T�MN;D
�
3

� �
that MNj

sends to any other non-captured sensor nodes in
the same cell.

Step 3. Computes the session key Key ¼ hðSkkK�Þ, where Sk

is shared among all the sensor nodes and its mas-
ter node.

The above attack demonstrates that, once a sensor node
inside a cell is captured, the communications that are con-
ducted by other non-captured sensor nodes in the same
cell are endangered, which is obviously undesirable.

3.5. Other practical pitfalls

In Fan et al.’s scheme, there is no password change pro-
cedure provided. That is to say, the users cannot change
their passwords regularly, which is not a recommended
practice, for the fixed password is definitely more vulnera-
ble than a periodically changed one.

Table 2
Experimental timings of related operations on common Laptop PCs.

Experimental platform
(common PCs) (GHz)

Asymmetric operation (RSA dec. with
jnj ¼ 1024) (ms)

Hash operation
(SHA-1) (ls)

Other lightweight operations (e.g., XOR and
Concatenation) (ls)

Intel E5500 2.80 7.216 0.753 0.010
Intel i3-530 2.93 6.359 0.693 0.009
Intel i5-3210M 2.50 4.390 1.132 0.008
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What’s more, the scheme is not scalable, as there is no
method provided for adding new nodes in the existing net-
work. If some sensor nodes or master nodes (i.e., cluster
heads) are captured by an attacker, or some nodes expire
as a result of the dissipation of energy, it is often required
to add some new nodes in order to replace those ineffec-
tive nodes.

4. Review of A.K. Das et al.’s scheme

In this section, we briefly review the dynamic password-
based user authentication scheme for HWSN proposed by
A.K. Das et al. [5] in 2012. This protocol only involves three
participants, i.e., the user (Ui), the base station (BS) and the
cluster head ðCHjÞ. It should be noted that the base station
BS is not only responsible for the registration but also in-
volved in the authentication process of Ui and CHj. There
are seven phases in this scheme: pre-deployment, post-
deployment, registration, login, authentication, password
change and dynamic node addition. In the following, we
employ the notations listed in Table 1 and some additional
notations illustrated in Table 3, and will follow the original
notations in [5] as closely as possible. As we shall see, the
descriptions of the scheme are rather tedious, but we man-
age to go through the jungle of the protocol specifications
and to identify two serious security flaws.

4.1. Pre-deployment phase

The setup server (i.e., the base station) performs offline
the following steps before the deployment of the sensor
nodes and cluster heads in a target field:

(1) The setup server assigns a unique identifier, say
IDCHj

, to each cluster head CHj. For each deployed
regular sensor node Si, the setup server also assigns
a unique identifier, say IDSi

.
(2) The setup server then selects randomly a unique

master key, say MKCHj
, for each cluster head CHj.

Note that the master key is shared between the clus-
ter head CHj and the base station only. Similarly, the
setup server also assigns a unique randomly gener-
ated master key, say MKSi

for each deployed regular
sensor node Si, which will be shared with the base
station only.

(3) Finally, the setup server loads the following infor-
mation into the memory of each cluster head CHj

its own identifier IDCHj
and its own master key

MKCHj
. Each deployed regular sensor node Si in the

cluster Cj is loaded with its own identifier IDSi
and

its own master key MKSi
.

4.2. Post-deployment phase

As the concern is user authentication, it is simply as-
sumed that the deployed nodes in a cluster can establish
secret keys using some existing efficient and secure key
establishment techniques. After key establishment, sensor
nodes can securely communicate with other neighboring
sensor nodes and their cluster head in the cluster, and clus-
ter heads can also securely communicate with other neigh-
boring cluster heads and finally to the base station.

4.3. Registration phase

This phase involves two participants: the user Ui and
the base station BS. When Ui wants to resister with BS,
the following operations will be performed:

(1) The user Ui selects a random number y, the identifier
IDi and the password PWi. Ui then computes
RPWi ¼ hðykPWiÞ.

(2) Ui ) BS : fIDi;RPWig.1
(3) BS computes fi ¼ hðIDikXsÞ; x ¼ hðRPWikXAÞ; ri ¼

hðykxÞ, and ei ¼ fi � x ¼ hðIDikXsÞ � hðRPWikXAÞ.
(4) BS then selects all m deployed cluster heads in the

network, denoted by CH1;CH2; . . . ;CHm, which have
been deployed during the initial deployment phase,
and computes the m key-plus-id combinations
fðKj; IDCHj

Þj1 6 j 6 mg, where Kj ¼ EMKCHj
ðIDikIDCHj

kXsÞ.
(5) For dynamic cluster head addition phase, assume

that another m0 cluster heads, denoted by CHmþ1;

CHmþ2; . . . ;CHmþm0 , will be deployed later after the
initial deployment in the network to replace some
compromised cluster heads. For this purpose, the
BS computes another m0 key-plus-id combinations
fðKmþj; IDCHmþj

Þj1 6 j 6 m0g, where Kmþj ¼ EMKCHmþj

ðIDikIDCHmþj
kXsÞ. Note that IDCHmþj

is the unique iden-
tifier generated by the BS for the cluster head CHmþj

to be deployed during the dynamic node addition
phase, and MKCHmþj

is CHmþj’s unique master key
and is only shared with the BS.

(6) Finally, BS generates a non-tamper-proof smart card
with the following parameters fIDi; y;XA; ri; ei;hð�Þ;
½ðKj; IDCHj

Þj1 6 j 6 mþm0�g.
The value of mþm0 is chosen according to the mem-
ory capacity of the smart card and more discussions
can be found in the original paper [5].

Remark 3. The original specification of the above Step 6 in
[5] states that ‘‘Finally, the BS generates a tamper-proof
smart card with the following parameters . . .’’. However,
when evaluating the security of their protocol, A.K. Das
et al. explicitly assumed that the smart card can be brea-
ched and secret data stored in its memory can be revealed.
On the other hand, it is more desirable to base a scheme on
a non-tamper-proof smart card in practice, for fully tam-
per-proof smart cards are costly and even may be unattain-
able. Hence, we deduce that a typo has occurred here.

Table 3
Additional notations in A.K. Das et al.’s scheme.

Symbol Description

CHj Cluster head in the jth cluster
IDCHj

Identity of cluster head CHj

Eð�Þ=Dð�Þ Symmetric key encryption/decryption algorithm
Xs Master secret key maintained by BS
XA Secret key shared between the user and BS
y A random number chosen by the user

1 As we will show later in Section 5.1, there is a design flaw here,
actually, the random number y should be sent along with IDi and RPWi .
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4.4. Login phase

If the user Ui wants to access real-time data from the
HWSN, the user Ui needs to perform the following steps:

(1) Ui inserts her smart card into the card reader, and
keys her password PWi.

(2) The smart card then computes RPW 0
i ¼ hðykPWiÞ,

x0 ¼ hðRPW 0
ikXAÞ and r0i ¼ hðykx0Þ, and then verifies

whether r0i equals the stored ri. If this equality holds,
it implies that Ui has entered her password cor-
rectly; otherwise, the smart card rejects. Then, the
smart card computes Ni ¼ hðx0kT1Þ, where T1 is the
timestamp on the user side

(3) The user Ui selects a cluster head, say CHj, from
which the real-time data can be accessed inside
WSN. The smart card selects the encrypted master
key corresponding to CHj, i.e. Kj, from its memory
and computes Eij ¼ Ekj

ðIDikIDCHj
kNikeikT1Þ.

(4) Ui ! BS : fIDi; IDCHj
; Eijg.

4.5. Authentication phase

After receiving the login request message from Ui;BS
performs the following operations:

(1) The base station BS computes K 0j ¼ EMKCHj
ðIDikIDCHj

kXsÞ, and obtains ðIDikIDCHj
kNikeikT1Þ by decrypting

Eij using MKCHj
, where MKCHj

is shared between BS
and CHj.

(2) BS checks if the retrieved IDi is equal to the received
IDi and also if retrieved IDCHj

is equal to received
IDCHj

. If the verification holds, BS further checks if
jT1 � T�1j < DT1, where T�1 is the current timestamp
of BS and DT1 is the expected time interval for the
transmission delay. If T1 is valid, BS further computes
X ¼ hðIDikXsÞ; Y ¼ ei � X, and Z ¼ hðYkT1Þ. If Z ¼ Ni,
then BS considers Ui as a valid user and accepts Ui’s
login request. Otherwise, the session is terminated.

(3) BS computes u ¼ hðYkT2Þ and Esj ¼ EMKCHj
ðIDikIDCHj

k
ukT1kT2kXkeiÞ, where T2 is the current timestamp
on BS side.

(4) BS! CHj : fIDi; IDCHj
; Esjg.

(5) Upon receiving the request from BS, the cluster head
CHj obtains ðIDikIDCHj

kukT1kT2kXkeiÞ by decrypting
Esj using its own master key MKCHj

. CHj then checks
the validity of IDi; IDCHj

and T2. If any check fails,
the session is terminated.

(6) CHj computes v ¼ ei � X ¼ hðRPWikXAÞ and w ¼
hðvkT2Þ ¼ hðhðRPWikXAkT2ÞÞ, and checks whether w
equals the retrieved u. If the equality holds, Ui is
authenticated by CHj. Otherwise, the session is ter-
minated. CHj computes the session key, which is
shared with Ui, as SK ¼ hðIDikIDCHj

keikT1Þ.
(7) CHj ! BS : fackg.
(8) BS! Ui : fackg.
(9) On receiving the acknowledgment from CHj;Ui com-

putes SK ¼ hðIDikIDCHj
keikT1Þ.

From now on, Ui and CHj can use the established
session key SK for securing future data
communications.

4.6. Password change phase

In this phase, the user Ui can change her password
locally without the interaction with the base station BS.

(1) Ui inputs her smart card into the card reader, and
provides her identifier IDi, old password PWold

i as
well as the new password PWnew

i .
(2) The smart card first computes RPW�

i ¼ h ykPWold
i

� �
;

M1 ¼ h RPW�
i kXA

� �
and M2 ¼ hðykM1Þ, and then com-

pares the computed M2 with the stored ri. If they do
not equal, this means that the user Ui has entered

her old password PWold
i incorrectly and hence, the

password change phase terminates immediately.
(3) The smart card computes M3 ¼ ei �M1 ¼ hðIDikXsÞ,

M4 ¼ hðykPWnew
i Þ; r0i ¼ hðykM4Þ; M5 ¼ hðM4kXAÞ and

e0i ¼ M3 �M5 ¼ hðIDikXsÞ � hðhðykPWnew
i ÞkXAÞ, and

replaces ri and ei with r0i and e0i, respectively.

4.7. Dynamic node addition phase

Since the dynamic node addition phase has little rele-
vance with our discussions, it is omitted here.

5. Cryptanalysis of A.K. Das et al.’s scheme

Due to its efficiency and provision of various admired
features such as dynamic node addition and local pass-
word change, A.K. Das et al.’s scheme exhibits great appli-
cation prospects, and yet it has some security flaws being
overlooked as with Fan et al.’s scheme. The four assump-
tions listed in Section 3 are also explicitly made in A.K.
Das et al.’s paper when they analyze the security of their
scheme, and thus our following cryptanalysis is also based
on these four assumptions. Accordingly, we assume that an
adversary can extract the secret parameters fIDi; y;
XA; ri; ei;hð�Þ; ½ðKj; IDCHj

Þj1 6 j 6 mþm0 �g stored in the legit-
imate user’s smart card, and could also intercept or block
the exchanged messages fIDi; IDCHj

; Eij; Esjg during the login
and authentication processes. A.K. Das et al. argued that
their scheme can be free from privileged-insider attack
and smart card security breach attack, however, the fol-
lowing attacks evidently invalidate their claims.

5.1. Privileged-insider attack

In many scenarios, the user tends to use a common
password to access several systems for his convenience
[34,54]. If the user registers to the BS with password in
plain-text or in some other forms that could be easily
derived by an insider of BS, the malicious insider can
impersonate the legitimate user to login by abusing the
legitimate user’s password and thus get access to other
systems [55,56]. Let’s see how A.K. Das et al.’s scheme is
susceptible to this threat.

First of all, we have to point out that there is a design flaw
in the registration phase. In Step 2 of the registration phase,
Ui only sends fIDi;RPWig to BS, whereas BS needs to com-
pute ri ¼ hðykxÞ in Step 3 of the registration phase. As y is
randomly chosen by Ui, how can BS obtain the value of y
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to compute ri? Clearly, the parameter y should be sent along
with fIDi;RPWig to BS in Step 2 of the registration phase.

Unfortunately, if y is sent along with fIDi;RPWig in Step
2 of the registration phase, the privileged-insider attack
can be performed by A as follows:

Step 1. Guesses the value of PWi to be PW�
i from a dictio-

nary space Dpw.
Step 2. Computes RPW�

i ¼ hðykPW�
i Þ.

Step 3. Verifies the correctness of PW�
i by checking if the

computed RPW�
i is equal to the received RPWi.

Step 4. Repeats the above steps until the correct value of
PWi is found.

Let jDpwj denote the number of passwords in the
password space Dpw. The running time of the above attack
procedure is OðjDpwj � THÞ, where TH is the running time
for Hash operation. Since passwords are human-memorable
short strings but not high-entropy keys, in other words, they
are often drawn from a dictionary with small size, e.g.
jDpwj ¼ 106 [35,36]. As jDpwj is very limited in practice, the
above attack can be completed in polynomial time. As a re-
sult, the scheme is vulnerable to privileged-insider attack.

5.2. Smart card security breach attack

Suppose a legitimate user Ui’s smart card is somehow
obtained by A, and all the secret parameters fIDi; y;XA; ri;

ei;hð�Þ; ½ðKj; IDCHj
Þj1 6 j 6 mþm0�g that are stored in the

card can be extracted. In this case, A.K. Das et al.’s scheme
is completely insecure.

Firstly, let us show that Ui’s password PWi can be offline
guessed as follows:

Step 1. Guesses the value of PWi to be PW�
i from a dictio-

nary space Dpw.
Step 2. Computes RPW�

i ¼ hðykPW�
i Þ and r�i ¼ hðykhðRPW�

i

kXAÞÞ, where y and xA is extracted from Ui’s smart
card.

Step 3. Verifies the correctness of PW�
i by checking if the

computed r�i is equal to the revealed ri.
Step 4. Repeats the above steps until the correct value of

PWi is found.

Let jDpwj denote the number of passwords in the
password space Dpw. The running time of the above attack
procedure is OðjDpwj � 3THÞ, where TH is the running time
for Hash operation. According to Assumption iv, the user-
chosen passwords tend to be weak passwords, in other
words, they are often chosen from a dictionary of small
size, e.g. jDpwj ¼ 106 [35,36]. As jDpwj is very limited in
practice, the above attack can be completed in polynomial
time. As a result, the scheme is vulnerable to offline pass-
word guessing attack.

Secondly, let us show that any of Ui’s previous session
keys, say SKm, which is established during Ui’s mth authen-
tication process, can be computed by A as follows:

Step 1. Decrypts Em
ij using Kj to obtain ei and Tm

1 , where Em
ij

is intercepted from Ui’s mth authentication
process and Kj is revealed from Ui’s smart card.

Step 2. Computes SKm ¼ hðIDikIDCHj
keikTm

1 Þ, where IDi and
IDCHj

is intercepted from Ui’s mth authentication
process.

Once SKm is obtained, the whole mth session will be ex-
posed. In general, it is evident that all the previous sessions
participated by Ui can be compromised.

The above analysis reveals that, once the secret data in
the card is extracted, Ui’s password and all the previous ses-
sion keys established by Ui can be obtained by A. In other
words, our analysis demonstrates the feasibility of smart
card security breach attack on A.K. Das et al.’s scheme under
their non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart card,
thereby contradicting the claim made in [5].

5.3. Server master key disclosure

As Xs is the master secret key of the base station BS,
what will happen if Xs is revealed to other parties than
BS? Obviously, the security of the entire system will col-
lapse. In the following, we show that a malicious (but legit-
imate) user can successfully obtain Xs by just compromise
only one cluster head. Assume that a malicious user Um has
compromised a cluster head CHj. Um can recover Xs as
follows:

Step 1. Extracts the master key MKCHj
stored on CHj.

Step 2. Extracts Kj ¼ EMKCHj
ðIDikIDCHj

kXsÞ from Um’s own
smart card.

Step 3. Recovers IDikIDCHj
kXs by decrypting Kj using

MKCHj
.

The above attack illustrates that, under the Assump-
tions i and ii (see Section 3), BS’s master secret key Xs can
be easily disclosed, then there is no security left at all. This
is really a serious threat, considering the practicality of the
Assumptions i and ii. Fortunately, we find this issue can be
well addressed by modifying how Kj is computed. One can
see that, instead of setting Kj ¼ EMKCHj

ðIDikIDCHj
kXsÞ, if we

let Kj ¼ EMKCHj
ðhðIDikIDCHj

kXsÞÞ and other parts of the proto-
col remain unchanged, the presented attack can be
thwarted, while all the other security provisions of the ori-
ginal protocol will be unaffected.

6. Some suggestions for designing more practical
schemes

Since smart-card-based password authentication can
provide strong two-factor authentication [14], it is well-
suited to security-critical applications in WSNs. A number
of this type of schemes have been proposed, and some
quite recent ones include [4,6,7,15–17,23,24,57,58]. How-
ever, according to [6,8,9,11] and our cryptanalysis results
[25], most of these proposals have been found prone to
various practical attacks. Previous research has shown that,
it is really not an easy task to design a practical authentica-
tion scheme for WSNs, for the protocol designers are faced
with the difficult task of reconciling efficiency, security and
functionality requirements [4,59], and often must make
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design decisions that are seemingly well motivated but
may have unintended consequences.

Generally, there are three major issues challenging the
design. Firstly, efficiency needs to be taken into account.
Sensor nodes and user-held mobile devices (e.g., Laptops,
mobile phones, PDAs and smart cards) are typically re-
source-constrained in terms of storage capacity and pro-
cessing power. As a result, an authentication scheme
should be computationally efficient. Secondly, security
and privacy are serious concerns for the authentication ser-
vice. Owing to the hostile environments where WSNs are
usually deployed, nodes can be physically captured by an
attacker. What’s worse, the participants in the scheme
communicate with each other using wireless technologies,
such as 802.15.4 and 802.11g, while wireless networking’s
broadcast nature makes the transmitted messages readily
available to anyone. In particular to HWSN, collusion at-
tacks pose a serious threat to security, because cluster
heads (or master nodes) and external users are not trusted
parties and they could collude to commit malicious actions.
Thirdly, a practical scheme shall support various basic func-
tionalities, such as mutual authentication, key agreement
and local user password change. Besides these basic prop-
erties, an admired scheme may be expected to provide
more advanced features like dynamic node addition, insi-
der resistance and user anonymity.

Understanding security failures of cryptographic proto-
cols is vital for designing more robust schemes, for lessons
learned from the past often pave the way for the future.
There have been a number of papers [6–9,11,12,60,61]
dealing with security flaws in two-factor authentication
schemes for WSNs, but until now, to the best of our knowl-
edge, little attention has been paid to the underlying ratio-
nale of the identified security failures. Consequently, quite
similar (sometimes even the same) mistakes are repeated
time and time again, resulting in the unpleasant but
unending ‘‘break-fix-break-fix’’ cycle (see Fig.2). For exam-
ple, the scheme proposed by M.L. Das [58] in 2009 was

found vulnerable to privileged insider attack by Khan and
Alghathbar [7] in 2010. Unfortunately, precisely the same
defect still exists in its several improved versions
[7,17,24,57], while the authors of [7,17,24,57] are clearly
aware of this vulnerability in M.L. Das’s scheme. For an-
other example, Kumar et al. [61] pointed out that Yoo
et al.’s scheme [23] cannot preserve user anonymity and
developed an enhanced version. However, Kumar et al.’s
scheme uses the same cryptographic primitives (i.e., sym-
metric encryption and Hash) with Yoo et al.’s scheme. As
we will show later, both these two schemes are intrinsi-
cally unable to preserver user anonymity due to the same
reason.

As far as we know, the work in [25] is the only one that
presents a principle for designing more robust two-factor
authentication schemes for WSNs: the public-key tech-
niques are indispensable to resist smart card security
breach attack (offline password guessing attack) if the
smart cards are assumed to be non-tamper resistant. To
further ameliorate the above situation, through the secu-
rity analysis of Fan et al.’s and A.K. Das’s schemes and
based upon our past cryptanalysis experience (some of
our recent results include [25,32,47,62,63]), we put for-
ward three suggestions that are helpful to construct more
practical two-factor schemes for WSNs in the following.

6.1. Employ public-key techniques to preserve user anonymity

First of all, there are some comments needed to be
made about the notion of user anonymity in remote user
authentication schemes. Briefly speaking, user anonymity
includes a basic property called ‘‘initiator anonymity’’
and an advanced property called ‘‘sender untraceability’’
[62]. The former means that the adversary cannot deter-
mine the real identity of the initiator (i.e., the user), while
the latter says that the adversary should be not only infea-
sible to acquire any knowledge of the real identity of the

Fig. 2. A brief history of two-factor authentication for WSNs.
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user but also cannot determine whether two conversations
originate from the same (unknown) user.

We have analyzed more than one hundred recently
proposed smart-card-based password authentication
schemes: more than ninety schemes for general applica-
tions (including both the single-server architecture like
[32,47,62,64] and the multi-server architecture like [65]),
more than thirty schemes for WSNs (e.g., [25]) and more
than twenty schemes for mobile wireless networks (e.g.,
[22]). And we find these schemes (no matter for general
purpose like [66–68] or for WSNs like [5,8,13,15–
17,24,60,61,69]), which do not employ public-key tech-
niques but claim to preserve user anonymity, definitely
vulnerable to user anonymity violation attack under the
non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart cards.
Accordingly, we come to the conjecture that, schemes
based only on symmetric cryptographic primitives (e.g.,
hash functions, XOR operations, symmetric encryption)
are intrinsically unable to preserve user anonymity.

As we have observed, there are two factors that may
contribute to this failure. Firstly, for the sake of user-
friendliness, a user is usually allowed to select her own
identity ID at will (sometimes confined to a predefined for-
mat) during the registration phase; the user tends to
choose an identity which is easily remembered for her con-
venience. In other words, user identities are human-mem-
orable and as weak as passwords. Now, it is not difficult to
see: there is a possibility that user’s identity can also be
offline guessed by A using the same method as guessing
user’s password. And this potential has been confirmed
by our user anonymity violation attack [25] on Xue
et al.’s dynamic ID-based scheme. Secondly, the threats
from malicious collusion often cause the scheme to fail to
achieve the property of ‘‘sender untraceability’’ [65,70]. A
malicious external user having her own smart card can
gather and compute some critical parameters, e.g. HðxÞ in
Section 3.1. Then, if the dishonest authentication server
colludes with this malicious user (e.g., MNm colludes with
Um in Section 3.1 and Sk colludes with Um in Section 5.2
of [65]), some information specific to the victim user that
logins to the dishonest server may be computed. In this
way, ‘‘sender untraceability’’ is breached.

In [25], the authors managed to prove that, under the
non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart cards, all
the smart-card-based password authentication schemes
for WSNs that only employ symmetric cryptographic prim-
itives are vulnerable to offline password guessing attack
(smart card security breach attack) with a probability of
P – NP. And now the countermeasure is obvious: resorting
to public-key techniques like [43,64,71,72], in which ECC
or RSA public key technique is employed, while the studies
in [73–76] have well established the feasibility and accept-
ability of performing a few public-key operations (e.g., sca-
lar multiplication, Tate pairing and RSA encryption) on
resource-constrained sensor nodes and smart cards. If the
heterogeneities (e.g., computational heterogeneity and en-
ergy heterogeneity) of HWSN and the computational
imbalance of public-key operations (e.g, RSA encryption
is typically more lightweight than RSA encryption [77])
are further exploited, it is promising to see that secure, effi-
cient and privacy-preserving two-factor schemes can be

built by use of the existing public-key techniques. In addi-
tion, there might be some relationships between this
proved assertion and the above conjecture, however, we
promote the proof of our conjecture as one open problem.

6.2. Adopt a fuzzy-verifier to balance usability and security

In practice, it is a widely recommended security policy
for security-critical applications that a user should update
her password regularly. To provide better user-friendli-
ness, many schemes support the feature of user local pass-
word update [78], which means the users can update their
passwords locally without the hassle of interacting with
the authentication server (i.e., the base station in [5] or
the master node in [4]). To provide secure password
update, a verification of the old password should be
performed before the new password update occurs.
Accordingly, to support securely local password update,
there should be a password-related verifier stored in the
smart card. This just well explains why the parameter
ri ¼ hðykhðhðykPWiÞkXAÞÞ is stored in the smart card in
A.K. Das et al.’s scheme [5].

It is important to notice that, A.K. Das et al.’s scheme
stores password-related verifiers fri; y;XAg in a form that
is plaintext-equivalent to the password, and an adversary
A can just exploit ri to confirm whether her guessed pass-
word is correct or not. This well explicates the reason for
the success of the smart card security breach attack intro-
duced in Section 5.2. Now, it is trivial to see that, all these
newly proposed schemes [5,24,60,61,67,68,79–81] that
store a password-related verifier similar to ri in the smart
card to serve as the comparing target when updating the
old password are definitely vulnerable to offline password
guessing attack, once the smart card security is breached.

As far as we know, under the non-tamper resistance
assumption of the smart cards, until now there has been
no two-factor authentication scheme for WSNs that can
support securely local password change while be free from
offline password guessing attack. In [63,82], the authors
observed that there is an avoidable trade-off between the
security requirement of resistance to smart security breach
attack and the usability goal of local password change. For-
tunately, they further introduced a notion of ‘‘fuzzy veri-
fier’’, which can well balance the aforementioned security
requirement and usability goal.

To gain more insights into this issue, we take Fan et al.’s
scheme [4] as another example. Suppose a password veri-
fier is also stored in Ui’s smart card (actually, there already
exists such a verifier in Fan et al.’s original scheme, i.e.,
Vi ¼ h3ðIDikPWiÞ). Now, whenever Ui wants to update her
password, she first keys IDi and the original password
PWi, the smart card then validates the correctness of PWi

by checking Vi¼
? h3ðIDikPWiÞ. If the check fails, the pass-

word change request is denied. Unfortunately, now it is
not difficult to see that, once Vi is revealed by A, an smart
card security breach attack (as demonstrated in Section 3.2)
will be successfully launched by exhaustively checking
whether Vi¼

? h3ðID�i kPW�
i Þ, where ID�i and PW�

i are the
guessed identity and password. Now if we adopt the ‘‘fuzzy
verifier’’ technique and compute the parameter
Vi ¼ hðhðhðIDiÞkhðPWiÞÞ mod nÞ, where n is a medium
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number (e.g., n ¼ 210), one can be assured that there exists
jDid j�jDpw j

n � 230 candidates of ðID; PWÞ pair to frustrate A

when jDidj ¼ jDpwj ¼ 106 [36,35] and n ¼ 210, where jDidj
and jDpwj denote the size of the identity space and pass-
word space, respectively. Even with the victim user’s iden-
tity IDi learnt, A will still be prevented from determining
the exactly correct password PWi, because there exists
jDpw j

n � 210 password candidates. To further eliminate the
specious passwords from the remaining password
candidates, there is no other way than launching an online
password guessing attack by interacting with the authenti-
cation server, which can be effectively thwarted by
non-cryptographic techniques [83], e.g., by blocking the
victim’s account for a period of time after a few consecu-
tive failed attempts [84,85]. In this manner, we frustrate
A’s attempt to obtain the correct password. We refer the
readers to [82] for more details.

At the mean time, a new question arises: what will hap-
pen if a user happens to submit a wrong ðfIDi ; gPWiÞ pair in
the password change process such that hðhðhðfIDiÞkhðgPWiÞÞ
mod nÞ ¼ Vi, while gPWi – PWi? Actually, this will rarely
occur in reality for two reasons. For simplicity, we assume
n ¼ 210. First, it is not difficult to determine that the prob-
ability of this kind of misfortune is less than 1

1000 whenever
a user updates her password, under the assumption that
the outputs of hash function hð�Þ can be treated as random
integers with fixed length. Here the integer n serves as the
usability-security tradeoff factor, and the treatment of
hash functions as random functions has been a widely ac-
cepted method in modern cryptography research, called
the random oracle model, first introduced by Bellare and
Rogaway in [86]. Second, in practice, both for usability
and security, a user’s password should only be changed
regularly but not frequently, e.g. every ninety days [87],
which means such a misfortune will only happen every
256 ¼ 210 � 1

4

� �
years. It should be noted that, even if such

a misfortune has occurred, the user can restore the func-
tion of the card by re-registering with BS.

6.3. Add ‘‘salts’’ to resist privileged insider attack

In the registration phase of M.L. Das’s scheme [58], the
user just submits her plain-text password to the registra-
tion server (i.e., the gateway node), and therefore this
scheme is obviously vulnerable to privileged insider attack.
Be aware of this defect, Khan and Alghathbar [7] adopt an-
other strategy: the user does not present her plain-text
password PWi but its hashed value hðPWiÞ to the registra-
tion server (i.e., the gateway node). And some subsequent
schemes, e.g. [17,24,72], also adopt similar approaches.
One can easily see that, on receiving hðPWiÞ, a malicious in-
sider of the registration server can launch a similar attack
to the one introduced in Section 5.1 to offline guess the
correct password PWi without much difficulty.

However, if some ‘‘salts’’ are added to the submitted
password-verifier in the registration phase, this threat
can be thwarted thoroughly. The following is a recom-
mended practice: in the registration phase, besides the
identity IDi and the password PWi;Ui chooses a large ran-
dom number r (serving as the ‘‘salts’’) and computes
RPW ¼ hðPWi � rÞ, and then sends RPW instead of PWi or

hðPWiÞ to the registration server. Upon receiving the smart
card, Ui keys r into the smart card, and she does not need to
memorize r. This approach has been employed in several
two-factor authentication schemes [43,61,82].

7. Conclusion

Owing to the broadcast nature of wireless communica-
tions, extremely large network size, severe resource con-
straints and the lack of the infrastructure support, how to
design secure and efficient remote user authentication
schemes for real-time data access directly from sensor
nodes in HWSN still remains a quite challenging problem,
though several schemes have been proposed lately. In this
paper, we have analyzed two efficient two-factor authenti-
cation schemes for HWSN without employing public-key
techniques. The two schemes are equipped with a claimed
proof of security, however, we pointed out that both proto-
cols have various security flaws being overlooked. There
have been several works on the security analysis of two-
factor authentication schemes for HWSN, yet little (or even
no) rationale is revealed and not surprisingly, similar
mistakes are repeated over and over again. To mitigate this
situation, through the cryptanalysis of two quite recent
schemes for HWSN, i.e. Fan et al.’s and A.K. Das et al.’
schemes, we put forward three suggestions that are helpful
to explicate many of the security failures repeated in the
past and vital for designing more robust schemes for
HWSN in the future.

The work we report here is merely a first step towards
investigating the underlying rationales of the security fail-
ures that have continue to occur in a great proportion of re-
cent two-factor schemes for HWSN. Even for the list of
suggestions, we have just considered the most urgent ones,
leaving many security requirements (e.g., resistance to de-
nial of service attack and GWN by-passing attack) unstud-
ied. From a microscopic point of view, for example, we
have conjectured that public-key techniques are indis-
pensable to resist against user anonymity violation attack
under the non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart
cards, and an interesting and meaningful question might
be whether one can find/construct a counter-example to
this conjecture. Or if not, providing a proof of this conjec-
ture suggests an important direction for future study. We
believe our work provides a better understanding of the
security challenges in designing two-factor user authenti-
cation schemes for HWSN, and may constitute a useful
guidance to promote further development of more practi-
cal schemes.
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